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NEW ISSUE
The Company will offer up to but not more than 400,000 of its treasury shares udder its security 
issuer's registration or through registered security dealers. The shares may -be offered by the 
Company to the public at the best price that the market will permit and the Company may pay 
commissions not exceeding 259o per share, provided that in no case shall the Company receive 
less than 40tf per share after deducting the said commission.

This offering will be made for a period of not less than 90 days following acceptance of this 
prospectus by the Ontario Securities Commission. If payments for purchase orders are not 
received sufficient to net the Company a minimum of 550,000 within the aforesaid 90 day period, 
then all subscription monies will be returned to the subscribers without any deduction therefrom 
following the expiration of the said 90 day period. All subscription monies will be held in trust 
by Guaranty Trust Company of Canada for payment to the Company or return to subscribers. If 
the minimum sum of 550,000 is raised within 90 days the offering may continue until a total of 
400,000 treasury shares have been sold to the public.

PURPOSE OF ISSUE
The purpose of this offering is to raise funds to cover the cost of the Company's proposed programme 
of exploration and development on its properties located at:

(a)

(b)

Heninga Lake, District of Keewatin, N.W.T.; and

Silver Lead claim (Herb Lake Mining Division), Manitoba. (See heading HISTORY AND 
BUSINESS, PROPERTIES, and USE OF PROCEEDS)

THESE SECURITIES ARE SPECULATIVE
Shares of the Company have been traded in the over the counter market during the past 
30 days in the range of SO. 17 to 50.25 with an overall number of shares traded during that 
period of 10,300.

The date of this prospectus is September 1. 1972.

Registrar and Transfer Agent:
GUARANTY TRUST COMPANY OF CANADA,

88 University Avenue, 
Toronto. Ontario



HISTORY AND BUSINESS
The full name of the Company is HEWBET MINES LIMITED, hereinafter referred to as the 

Company," the head office of the Compan\ is 8 King Street East, Suite 203, Toronto l, Ontario. The 
-ompany was incorporated under the laws of the Province of Ontario by letters patent dated the 27th day

of May, 1948, to engage in the acquisition, exploration, development and operation of mines, minerals,
lands and deposits.

The Company has not been active since 1962 and did not expend any funds on exploration in the 
period from 1962 to 1971 inclusive.

The Company originally held a group of 30 mining claims in the Townships of Lesueur and Nelligan, 
County of Abitibi East, Province of Quebec. These claims were acquired in 1948 in consideration of the 
issue of 1,000,000 common shares of the Company. Following surface exploration of these claims, the 
claims were abandoned and are not now owned by the Company.

In 1954 the Company acquired a group of 23 mining claims in the Parish of Bathurst, County of 
Gloucester, Province of New Brunswick, at a cost of 510,000 in cash. After conducting exploration work 
on these claims, the claims were abandoned and are not now owned by the Company.

PROPERTIES 
(1) CemmeO Township:

In 1953 the Company acquired a group of eleven (11) contiguous mining claims in Gemmell Township, 
Manitouwadge area, Province of Ontario, numbers TB 47282 to TB 47292, inclusive, comprising 468.23 
acres. The property adjoins to the east of the property of Noranda Mines Limited (Geco Mine). Extensive 
exploration work was conducted on this property between 1954 and 1962. The claims were surveyed and 
were brought to patent. The Company continues to hold this property. This property was acquired during 
1953 in consideration of 150,000 previously issued common shares, donated by several large shareholders 
of the Company for the benefit of the Company. The vendors of the property and consideration received 
were:

Headway Red Lake Gold Mines Limited, 135,000 shares
Room 1109,
59 Yonge St., Toronto, Ontario.

William T. Knox (deceased) 15,000 shares

The following is a summary of the report of J. C. Honsberger, P.Eng., dated July 5th, 1972. The 
complete report is available for inspection in the public file of the Ontario Securities Commission.

Hewbet Mines Limited acquired a group of eleven claims in the Gemmell Twp., Manitouwadge 
Area of Ontario, in 1953. These claims were subsequently brought to patent by the Company.

Exploration consisting of geological mapping, geophysical surveys and 6,633 feet of diamond drilling 
has been performed on the claims at various times, the most recent working being completed in 1963.

Results of exploration on the property and on adjoining properties are such that no additional work 
is recommended for the property at this time. It is recommended that the property be retained by the 
payment of annual taxes and that further developments on nearby properties in the area be reviewed from 
time to time.

(2) Kobar Option, Silver Lead Claim, Manitoba:

By agreement dated the 23rd day of May, 1972 between W. B. Kobar and the Company, the 
Company acquired an option to purchase a 10096 interest in the "Silver Lead Claim" in consideration of 
the payment of S l,000 together with a commitment to expend S10,000 on exploration prior to March 31, 
1973. The agreement gives the Company the option to pay a royalty of the greater of: (i) S 1.00 per ton 
of ore mined; (ii) 59fc of gross sales value of ore sold without concentration or (iii) 59fc of net smelter 
returns if ore is concentrated by the Company, together with a minimum annual payment of 52,000 creditable 
against royalties.

The following is a summary of the report of J. C. Honsberger, P.Eng., dated July 5, 1972. The 
complete report is available for inspection in the public file of the Ontario Securities Commission.

This property consists of a single mineral claim, the "Silver Lead", No. 893E, located in the Herb 
Lake Mining Division, Manitoba. The property is held under option from W. B. Kobar of The Pas, Manitoba.
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  The claim lies some 2 miles southeast of the Osborne Lake Mine of Hudson Bay Mining Si Smelting 
'pany Ltd. and may be reached by travelling some 2-3 miles east on an old gravel road running off the 

to the Osborne Lake Mine. Supplies and experienced manpower are readily available in the area.

The claim was first explored in the 1920's by test pits and shallow shaft and limited diamond drilling 
and has been subject to intermittent exploration, including diamond drilling, since that time. There 
apparently has been little serious exploration since the mid 1950's and all test pits and workings are over 
grown.

From earlier work, it would appear that the zinc-silver-lead mineralization is confined to horizons 
of quartz-mica gneiss and quartzite lying along the axis and south limb of a small anticlinal fold. The fold 
axis strikes about N 15 0 E and plunges northward at 30 degrees. The known mineralization outcrops in the 
area of an old shaft and plunges to the northeast, apparently conformably with the anticlinal fold.

Assays of selected grab samples from muck around the shaft have shown values in the order of 
4-69fc lead, S-17% zinc and 6-9 oz. silver. There is no record of production from the old shaft which was 
probably exploratory only.

Of the 12 diamond drill holes bored in the I950's 5 showed significant economic mineralization. 
It is believed that the drilling, designed to test an electromagnetic anomaly, may not have tested the potential 
for a smaller, high grade deposit located close to surface. A deposit of this type, advantageously located 
close to transportation, could support a profitable operation. This possibility can be explored inexpensively.

It is recommended that a two-phase program be initiated to: (I) determine by stripping and drilling 
that a high-grade, near-surface orebody can be developed and if so developed, (II) place the deposit in 
production by open-cut methods using contract mining.

Costs of the recommended work are estimated to be:

Phase I S 11,000
Phase II (if required) 33,000

Total 544.000

(3) Heninga Lake Property, District of Keewatin, N.W.T.

The Company acquired these claims for the cost of staking amounting to 53,938.

The following is a summary of the report of J. C. Honsberger, P.Eng., dated July 5, 1972. The 
complete report is available for inspection in the public file of the Ontario Securities Commission.

This property consists of 93 contiguous mining claims of about 51.5 acres each, totalling about 
4,790 acres located near the south end of Heninga Lake, approximately at latitude 61 0 46' north and 
longitude 96 0 11' west, in the District of Keewatin, North West Territories. The claims are in three groups 
SKIM l to 36 inclusive, URP 1-36 inclusive (numbers 51601 to 51672 inclusive) and DOE 1-21 inclusive 
(numbers 51680 to 51700 inclusive).

The property is difficult of access except by float or wheel-ski equipped aircraft from Churchill, 
Manitoba (250 miles) or Rankin Inlet, N.W.T. (150 miles). It is located some 100 miles west of Eskimo 
Point, a community on the west shore of Hudson Bay. The climate and topography are typical of the 
"Barrens"   long cold winters followed by short summers of continuous daylight; low, rounded hills and 
shallow lakes; and no trees. Exploration is simplified by the topography but all services for mining 
operations would have to be provided.

From evidence on the property and old assessment records, the property was diamond drilled in the 
1940's. This drilling appears to have been confined to the area of the "showing". Significant assays of 
copper and silver were reported but apparently the mineralization was found to be limited along strike. 
There is no evidence of geophysical surveys having been conducted.

Hewbet Mines Limited conducted reconnaissance electromagnetic and magnetic surveys over the 
area of the showing and the adjoining area covered by Heninga Lake. Prospecting and boulder sampling 
was attempted at the same time but was restricted by snow cover of the low-lying areas. Selected samples 
from "float" boulders, believed to be more or less in situ, showed values of 1-3*^ copper and 1-3 ounces of 
silver per ton. Generally, the silver-copper ratio was approximately 1:1.

The geology of the property, from prospecting and government mapping, shows mainly volcanic 
flows (andesites, agglomerates and derived sheared equivalents) interbedded with sediments (mainly grey-
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wacke). The zones of economic mineralization appear to be associated with shears that have been subject 
to^ilicification and serecitization. All rocks noted have an East North East strike and dip steeply to vertically.

Sulphide mineralization would appear to bc confined to pyrite and chalcopyrite. There is some 
evidence of sulphide zoning as massive pyrite (with little or no chalcopyrite) appears to give way to 
chalcopyrite (with little or no pyrite) along strike. However, one sample snowed massive pyrite and 
chalcopyrite co-existing.

The geophysical surveys previously mentioned gave the following results:

1. There appears to be no magnetic expression of the mineralized zone or conductors.

2. The mineralized zone on land was not electrically conductive, as could be expected from the dis 
continuous nature of the mineralization.

3. There is an excellent conductor, of some 1,200 ft. length, on strike with the mineralized zone, lying 
under the waters of the lake. This conductor is typical of massive sulphide mineralization such as that 
found in one sample on land.

Economic mineralization has been found on the property in favourable rock-types apparently 
associated with a strong, continuous structural trend. Along strike of the trend is a pronounced electro 
magnetic conductor. It is recommended that the showing and surrounding area be explored by geophysical 
surveys. Diamond drilling may be required on the known anomaly, and any others found by the surveys.

Estimated costs of this work are: 

Phaw I

1. Establish camp and bring in fuel 53,000.00
2. Ground geophysical surveys, magnetometer and electromagnetic. Selected areas by IP

20  miles 10,000.00
3. Supervision, mapping and geochemical sampling 2,500.00
4. Salaries 2,500.00
5. Supplies and support costs, including assaying 2,000.00

Total  S20.000.00

Phase D

Diamond drilling, excluding fuel and camps   2,500 ft. @ 510/ft. 525,000.00
Fuel and camps 8,000.00
Contingency 7,000.00

Total   540,000.00

PLAN OF DISTRIBUTION

The Company will offer up to but not more than 400,000 of its treasury shares under its security 
issuer's registration or through registered security dealers. The shares may be offered by the Company to 
the public at the best price the market will permit and the Company may pay commissions not exceeding 
259fc per share, provided that in no case shall the Company receive less than 40tf per share after deducting 
the said commission.

This offering will be made for a period of not less than 90 days following acceptance of this 
Prospectus by the Ontario Securities Commission. If payments for purchase orders are not received 
sufficient to net the Company a minimum of 550,000 within the aforesaid 90 day period, then all subscription 
monies will be returned to the subscribers without any deduction therefrom following the expiration of the 
said 90 day period. All subscription monies will be held in trust by Guaranty Trust Company of Canada 
for payment to the Company or return to subscribers. If the minimum sum of 550,000 is raised within 90 
days the offering may continue until a total of 400,000 treasury shares have been sold to the public.

USE OF PROCEEDS

The minimum proceeds to be received by the Company in the amount of 550,000 from the sale of 
shares offered hereunder will be used (a) to defray the cost of the recommended exploration and development
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programmes as described in the engineer's report as Phase I in the amount of S3T,000. (b) to pay the costs 
of this issue estimated at 54.000. (c) to retire accounts payable in the amount of 58,000 and (d) to cover 
administration expenses of approximately v~.(KK) for one \ear. Proceeds which may be derived from the sale 

hares in excess of the minimum amoun: will be used to defniy the cost of the recommended exploration 
and development programme comprising Phase II as described in the engineer's report as more particularly 
referred to under the heading "Properties", and for general corporate purposes.

While the Company has no plans in this regard at the present time, monies in its treasury as available 
may also be used to defray the costs of programmes of acquiring, staking, exploring and developing other 
properties, either alone or in concert with others and to generally carry out exploration programmes as 
opportunity and finances may permit, but no new properties will be acquired nor expenditures made thereon 
without an amendment to this Prospectus being filed with the appropriate regulatory bodies while the 
securities of the Company are in the course of distribution to the public.

All subscription monies will be held in trust by Guaranty Trust Company of Canada, Toronto, for 
payment to the Company if the issue is subscribed to the extent of S50,000 net to the Company and for 
return to the subscribers if the issue is not so subscribed within the said three-month period. If the minimum 
sum of 550,000 is raised within 90 days the offering may continue until a total of 400,000 treasury shares 
have been sold to the public.

1972

PRIOR SALES

50,000 shares were issued by the Company by way of private placement at 200 per share in June,

CAPITALIZATION

Designation of Security 

Common Shares 5 l .00 par value each

Amount of shares 
authorized by 
Letters Patent

3,000,000 
(53,000,000)

Note l   This figure reflects the following: 

SHARES SOLD FOR CASH- 

1948  5 shares for a total of 
1948  100,000 " " " " " 
1954  400,000 " " " " " 
1962  200,000 " " " " " 
1972  50,000 " " " " "

SHARES ISSUED FOR PROPERTY   
1948  1,000,000 shares for a total of

Amount
Outstanding
as at date of

Balance Sheet
herewith ^

1,750,005 
(S 216,005) 
(See note 1)

Amount
Outstanding

as at date
of this 

Prospectus

1,750,005 
(5216,005)

S 5
6,000

130,000
20,000
10,000

Amount
Outstanding
if all shares

offered
are sold

2,150,005 
(5 376,005) 
(See note 2)

166,005

50,000

5216,005

Note 2   This figure is determined on the assumption that 400,000 common shares are sold to the public at 
S0.40 per share.

The shares of the Company are all of one class, namely, common shares. The holders of the common 
shares are endtled to one vote for each share held and to participate share for share with respect to dividends 
and with respect to distribution upon a winding up or dissolution of the Company. The outstanding shares 
of the Company are, and the shares offered hereby which are to be issued by the Company, will be fully 
paid and non-assessable. No dividends have been paid by the Company to date.

To the knowledge of the directors and senior officers of the Corporation, as at May 31, 1972 there 
was no person who directly or indirectly beneficially owned equity shares of the Corporation which carry 
more than 109& of the voting rights attached to all equity shares of the Corporation.
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MANAGEMENT

The names in full of the directors and senior officers of the Company, their home addresses and the 
ent occupations and business experience during the preceding five years are as follows:

Name

Donald Wilfrid Esson 
2 Cornish Road 
Toronto 290. Ontario

John Russell Hilborn 
103 Buckingham Avenue 
Toronto 12, Ontario

Thomas Skimming 
80 Waterford Drive 
Weston, Ontario

James Arthur Stephenson 
56 Chaplin Crescent 
Toronto 7, Ontario

James Aloysius Harquail 
42 Glenallan Road 
Toronto 12, Ontario

Position with Company Principal occupation and business experience

President and Director Consulting Geologist, President Donald W. Esson As 
sociates Ltd.; from October 1970 to August, 1971 
Manager Pure Silver Mines Ltd. and prior thereto 
consulting geologist as above.

Director and 
Secretary-Treasurer

Director

Director

Director

Chartered Accountant, Senior Partner, Hilborn A Co., 
Chartered Accountants, for the past five years.

Consulting Geologist since September, 1971 and prior 
thereto Chief Exploration Geologist, Mcintyre Porcu 
pine Mines Limited.

Solicitor, Partner, Beaton, Leake SL Fellowes, for the 
past five years.

Self-employed consulting engineer for the past five 
years.

No director or senior officer of the Company as such has received any remuneration from the 
Company during the last financial year ending December 31st, 1971 nor will be paid as such during the 
current fiscal year.

As a group, the directors and officers of the Company beneficially own, directly or indirectly IS.5% 
of the common snares of the Company.

PROMOTER

The Directors and Senior Officers can be considered the promoters of the Company by reason of 
their ownership directly or indirectly of 237,011 shares and can be considered to have effective control of 
the Company.

AUDITORS

The Auditors of the Company are Eddis A Associates, Chartered Accountants, 110 Yonge Street, 
Toronto, Ontario.

REGISTRAR AND TRANSFER AGENT

Guaranty Trust Company of Canada, 88 University Avenue, Toronto l, Ontario, is the registrar 
and transfer agent of the Company.

MATERIAL CONTRACTS

The only material contracts entered into by the Company within the two years prior to the date 
hereof are:

(1) Option Agreement to purchase Kobar claims dated as of the 23rd day of May, 1972.

(2) Agreement with Guaranty Trust Company of Canada whereby the minimum proceeds of this offering 
are to be held in trust. (See face page of Prospectus.)

During the primary distribution of securities offered by this prospectus, a copy of the above agreements 
may be inspected at the Head Office of the Company during normal working hours.
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J. C. HONSBERGER
CONSULTING MINING ENGINEER
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OFFICE 
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REPORT ON GEMMELL TWP.. ONTARIO CLAIMS OF HEU'BET 

MINES LIMITED

SUMMARY

Hewbet Mines Limited acquired a group of eleven claims in the 

Gemmell Twp., Manitouwadge Area of Ontario, in 1953. These claims 

were subsequently brought to patent by the Company.

Exploration consisting of geological mapping, geophysical surveys 

and 6633 feet of diamond drilling has been performed on the claims at 

various times, the most recent work beinq completed in 1963.

Results of exploration on the property and on adjoining properties 

are such that no additional work is recommended for the property at this 

time. It is recommended that the property be retained by the payment of 

annual taxes and that further developments on nearby properties in the 

area be reviewed from time to time.

Toronto, Ontario 
July 5, 1972

J. C. Honsberger, P 
Consulting Mini

5 J-C. HONSSEilSER l
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REPORT ON GEMMELL TWP., ONTARIO CLAIMS OF HEK'BET 

MINES LIMITED

INTRODUCTION

The writer was commissioned by the Directors of Hewbet Mines Limited 

to assess the results of earlier work on the Gemmell Twp., Ontario 

property. As the property and surrounding area have been subject to 

extensive exploration and development over the oast 18 years, a great deal 

is known of the geological and economic potential of the property.

PROPERTY

The property consists of eleven, contiguous, patented mining claims, 

numbers TB47282 to TB47292, inclusive, which cover 468.23 acres.

LOCATION AND ACCESS

The property is located in the southeast corner of Gemmell Twp., 

Thunder Bay Mining Division, Ontario. The producing Geco Mine, property 

of Noranda Mines Limited, adjoins the property to the west and north.

The adjoining Geco Mines Ltd. property is fully serviced by rail, 

roads, power and townsite. Access onto the Hewbet Mines property 1s 

provided by bush roads and by water from the Geco Mines Ltd. property.

TOPOGRAPHY

The bulk of the property is comprised of a low, swampy valley, 

containing the Black River, bounded on the northwest and southeast by 

irregular low ridges.
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REGIONAL GEOLOGY

The geoloqv of the area has been extensively studied, the most com 

prehensive report being that of E. G. Pve of the Ontario Department of Mines 

in Volume 66, Part 8 containing Map 1957-8. The most recent published infor 

mation is to be found in Preliminary Geological Map No. P548 also by the 

Ontario Department of Mines.

All the rocks are Precambrian. The main feature is a syncline plunging 

northeast, which was folded during a period of regional deformation and meta 

morphism that oroduced foliation parallel to the structural layers as presently 

oriented. As seen on the present erosional surface, the trough and outer 

flanks of the syncline are granodiorite masses exhibiting foliation parallel 

to the layers of the enclosed metamorphosed sedimentary and volcanic formations.

The progressive dip of the southern limb of the main synclinal structure, 

in an easterly direction along the granodiorite contact with the sedimentary 

formation, gradually changes from north to south.

The series of sedimentary and volcanic origin forms a large inclusion 

in the igneous granodiorite which, excepting diabase dykes, is the youngest 

rock of the region. The metamorphosed sedimentary rocks, lying near the 

trough or core of the syncline, are younger than the metamorphosed volcanics.

Over much of its extent, the contact zone between the metamorohosed 

volcanics and the granodiorite is gradational, and much of the hybrid rock 

has a composition intermediate between the volcanics and the granodiorite.

Reference to more detailed information is contained in the attached 

"Bibliography".

LOCAL GEOLOGY

Extensive overburden and lack of outcrops have made mapping of the 

property difficult.

J. C. HONSBERGER. P.ENG.
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The qeological rcao of the Manitouwadae Area, No. T957-8, indicates three 

major rock types within the ooundaries o* the orooertv. The apnroxirr.ate strike 

of formations and parallel foliation is fifty degrees east of north, and the 

dip is steep, from seventy degrees nortnerly to ninetv degrees. According to 

the map, granodiorite occupies the southeast Quarter of the property, and 

metamorphosed volcanics underlie a narrow area of the northwest corner. The 

central strip, which is about a third of a mie wide and runs diagonally 

through the property, consists of hybrid rock and represents the gradational 

contact between the metamorphosed volcanics and granodiorite.

The core of six short diamond drill holes in the south-central part of 

the property suoports the accuracy of the geological map.

PREVIOUS EXPLORATION

The Hewbet claims were staked during the Manitouwadge rush of 1953, 

which resulted 1n the development of the important Geco Mines Ltd. base metal 

deposit. Work done on the property and results obtained are discussed below. 

The property has been dormant since 1963.

(a) Aeromagnetic Survey

A regional airborne magnetometer survey, 1n which Hewbet participated, 

was made by Mining Geophysics in 1954. A general northeasterly trend of the 

formations was indicated but no significant data resulted from the survey.

(b) Electromagnetic Survey

Sharpe Geophysical Surveys Ltd. made a ground electromagnetic survey in 

1954 with stations spaced at 100 feet on a north-south 400-foot grid. A few 

minor conductors were indicated, but were not considered to have economic 

significance. One of these was cut 1n cross-section diamond drilling, but 

failed to show any sulphides.

J. C HONSBERGER. P.ENG.
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(c) Geological Mapping

Extensive overburden nampered geoloqical mappino. Very few outcrops 

were observed. A series of northeasterly, almost vertically dipping hornblende- 

biotite-quartz gneisses are shown in the northwesterly part of the property 

with granite gneiss to the southeast.

(d) Diamond Drilling

A diamond drilling program of 6 holes, totalling 3,164 feet was completed 

late in 1954. This was confined to a swamp area in the southern section of the 

property and included checking on a minor electromagnetic anomaly. Logs of the 

\/ holes indicate granite gneiss and pegmatite were intersected. No mineraliza 

tion was cut.

In 1963, two diamond drill holes were bored 1n the western portion of 

the property, DDH 75-1 on claim TB 47288 to a depth of 922.0 feet and DDH 75-2 

on claim TB 47282 to a depth of 2547.0 feet. These holes cut mixed zones of 

gneiss and hornblende schist with lesser amounts of pegmatite and granite. 

No economic mineralization was Intersected in either hole.

(e) Land Survey

A survey was made of the claims in 1961 as a requisite for bringing the 

ground to patent. Sufficient assessment work credits had been previously 

accumulated.

(f) Summary

None of the above-described work indicated economic possibilities on the 

ground to recommend further eroloration.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

The orebodies on the adjoining Geco Mines Ltd. property are generally 

confined to quartz-muscovite schist derived by strike faulting from the upper

J. C HONSBERGER. P.ENG.
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rocks of the Manitouwadge Group of metavolcanics and metasediments which form 

the Manitouwadge Syncline. All of the known deposits in the area are confined 

to the rocks of the Syncline. The axis of the Syncline strikes approximately 

N 600 E and plunges eastward at an average of 350 .

The Geco orebodies have vertical to steeply north dips and plunge 

easterly at 300 - 400 . The muscovite-quartz schist and related synclinal 

rocks have been shown by mapping and drilling to pass north of the Hewbet 

property.

To date, no ore has been found in the area within the hornblende- 

biotite-feldspar gneisses and granodiorite gneiss-pegmatites which are known 

to underlie the Hewbet property.

It has been calculated that should the host rocks of the Geco orebody 

assume an easterly plunge and southerly dip, which would be required to place 

this sequence on the Hewbet property, they would enter the property at a depth 

of over 8,000 feet below surface.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The property has been extensively explored by geological mapping, 

geophysics and 6633 feet of diamond drilling. This work has not shown any 

economic mineralization nor encouragement for additional expenditure.

No additional work 1s recommended at this time.

It is recommended that the property be retained by the payment of 

annual taxes as Increased knowledge of the geology and developments on 

adjoining properties could modify the conclusions of this report at some 

future date.

J. C HONSBER6ER. P.ENG.
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All of which is respectfully submitted.

Toronto, Ontario 
July 5, 1972

J. C. Honsberger, P.trig. 
Consulting Mining Engineer

3 J. T. HON:BERGtR ~
jJ.LHOKSEBGH

J. C HONSBERGER. P.ENG.
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With respect to my Report on the Gemmell Township, Ontario 

claims of Hewbet Mines Limited, dated July 5, 1972, I, J. C. Honsberger, 

do hereby certify and state:

(1) I am a Consulting Mining Engineer with offices at 15 Meadowacres 

Drive, Agincourt, Ontario, and Suite 221, 12 Richmond Street East, 

Toronto l , Ontario.

(2) I am a Graduate Mining and Metallurgical Engineer with the degree 

of B. Se. (1928 - Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario). I am a 

member of the Canadian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, 1929; 

I am a member of the American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical 

and Petroleum Engineers, 1944; I am a member of the Corporation 

of Professional Engineers of Quebec, 1945; I am a member of the 

Association of Professional Engineers of Ontario, 1944. I have 

practised my profession continuously since graduation and have 

been an Independent consultant for 28 years.

(3) I have no interest in the claims described in this Report or 1n

the securities or shares of Hewbet Mines Limited now or expectant.

(4) This Report is not based on a visit to the property but on my 

general knowledge o." the Manitouwadge Mining Area and on the 

various maps, reports, etc., listed under "Bibliography", which
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Toronto, Ontario 
July 5, 1972

J. C. Honsberger, P.Endy^ 
Consulting Mining Engineer
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